The rate of spontaneous emission of radiation by a loosely bound composite system is calculated from quantum electrodynamics correct through terms of relative order 0. ' Z . Recent criticisms by Feinberg and Sucher of the semiclassical method of deriving the higher-order radiation coupling terms are discussed. It is proved that the Breit interaction remains valid in the presence of radiation emission and that the semiclassical and quantum-electrodynamic methods of deriving the higher-order coupling terms always yield the same results to relative order e g . We discuss in particular relativistic corrections to allowed and spin-forbidden electric dipole transitions and the 1s2s S&-ls '$0 magnetic dipole transition.
the implication is that the results may not agree for other transitions. The claim by Feinberg and Sucher that transverse photon effects are counted twice in Ref. 7 apparently arises from a misinterpretation of the procedure followed.
One could also object that the form of the effective Breit potential describing the electron-electron interaction may alter in the presence of photon emission. An Fig. 1(a 
is the photon propagator, and (10) (12) in the first term of (10), we replace the second term of (12) by
n= (r, -r2)/r, 2, 312= Ir1 -r2I, and in the second term of (10), we replace the second term of (12) by (9) is a spectral representation of the electron propagator in the external nuclear field. The summation over g includes both positive-and negative-frequency electron states (denoted by tt+). In (7a), the first set of square brackets in each product connects gc with gA, and the second set connects ()tD with $B. After performing the time integrations in (7), the interaction-energy matrix element becomes 2c
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The last term of (16) ' (r, + r2)~C ', ) = -i(2~/3c)'"&4, '~[ ir, (r", +r", ), a"'"]C', ) = (C, i U"""' I C, . ), (27) Spin-forbidden E1 transitions have been extensively discussed from a less fundamental point of view and reviewed by Goodman and Laurenzi. " The present analysis is more general in that it applies also to allowed transitions and considers the explicit two-electron effects given by U" ' [Eq. (20) ].
Since these terms are symmetric in 0, and 02, they (21) As a specific example, consider the fifth-order diagrams shown in Fig. 3 . The contribution to Equations (8) and (9) are substituted for S' and D', and the integrations over f&,~~~, t2 carried out. A further integration over the virtual-electron and -phononfrequencies is performed by evaluating the integrand at the poles of S' and using the residue theorem. After some algebra and several operator replacements similar to (13) and (14), U, ". E~+&a -E~-En, (A4) and similarly for G2 . Equation (A4) is a spectral representation of the resolvent operator (E~+Ea HQ) The summations over negative-energy states n& or n, occurring in matrix elements of the form ( where (A7)
